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A gem of a first novel

Gerbrand Bakker’s Boven is het stil 
4(‘It is silent up there’) is ostensibly 

a book about the countryside, as seen
through the eyes of a farmer, but in the end
it’s about such universal matters as the pos-
sibility or impossibility of taking life into
one’s own hands.

It was always the twins, Henk and
Helmer, in that order. When father’s boy,
Henk, died in a car accident, there was no
way Helmer could continue his studies in
Dutch language and literature. He resigned
himself to taking over his brother’s role on
the farm and spending the rest of his days

‘with his head under a cow’. The announcement ‘I put Father upstairs’ not
only marks the beginning of the novel but also heralds the transformation
which the main character is to undergo. After his old, worn-out father has
been transferred upstairs, Helmer sets about furnishing the rest of the
house according to his own minimal preferences. ‘A double bed and a
duvet’, advises Ada, who lives next door, with a sly look. So that’s what he
buys. Then Riet appears on the scene, the woman who was once engaged to
marry his twin brother. Helmer briefly entertains the illusion that she has
returned for him. Actually, she’s come back for Henk: her son Henk, that is.
Could he live with them for a while, on the farm?

The arrival of the boy has repercussions: not only in bringing about sup-
pressed eroticism, but also in rousing Helmer’s manifest loneliness, for
soon he will be completely alone. Henk leaves, to Helmer’s great relief, and
at last the old father dies. In the final part of the novel, Helmer and the old
hired hand Jaap6–6the only person who’d ever taken any notice of him6–6are
in Denmark, the ‘promised land’. He’s standing on a pebbly beach as the
sun sets.

It is silent up there is an impressive first novel. Bakker’s style is lucid and
spare. He writes sentences like ‘He talked, I listened. It was a typical Henk-
and-Helmer evening, and not vice-versa.’ He also has a dry sense of
humour. The landscape, the weather6–6which is everywhere6–6are all suc-
cinctly captured: ‘A drizzle is not much more than fog with delusions of
grandeur’.

Gerbrand Bakker (b. 1962) studied Dutch
language and literature and worked as a 
subtitler for nature films before becoming a
gardener. His previous books include an
etymological dictionary for children and the
juvenile novel Perenbomen bloeien wit (‘Pear
trees bloom white’, 1999), which has been
translated into German. Boven is het stil, his
first adult novel, appeared in 2006 and has
sold extremely well. The reviews have been
positive, and the book was awarded the
Golden Dog-Ear, a prize for the best-selling
literary debut. 

publishing details
Boven is het stil (2006)
264 pp

rights sold
Germany (Suhrkamp)

rights
Cossee
Kerkstraat 361
nl6–61017 hw Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 528 99 11
fax +31 20 528 99 12
e-mail rights@cossee.com
website www.cossee.com

Gerbrand Bakker

It Is Silent Up There

Bakker captures the feel of life in the Dutch coun-
tryside in a style which is both dazzling and
subdued. He has produced a poignant story,
recounted in a tone at once spare and loving. 
A gem of a first novel.  de volkskrant

After finishing Boven is het stil, all the reader can
say is: here is a true writer. We look forward to his
next book. het parool 

Bakker is above all a gifted stylist. His dialogue is
exemplary, and the descriptions of nature have a
natural charm worthy of Nescio. It is a long time
since we’ve taken such pleasure in a genuinely
Dutch novel. trouw

photo Klaas Koppe
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publishing details
Het satijnen hart (2006)
190 pp

rights sold
Germany (Arche)

rights
De Bezige Bij
Van Miereveldstraat 1
nl6–61071 dw Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 305 98 10
fax +31 20 305 98 24
e-mail info@debezigebij.nl
website www.debezigebij.nl

translated titles
Wie in einem Traum (Als in een droom). Zürich; Hamburg: Arche, 2006 
Eine Liebe in Paris (Een liefde in Parijs). Zürich: Arche, 2005 
The gangster girl (Het gangstermeisje). London: Rupert Hart-Davis,
1968. Also in Czech (Odeon, 1968)
No holds barred (Liefdes schijnbewegingen). London: Rupert Hart-
Davis, 1965 / Mayflower Books, 1968

After a long career, Remco Campert (b. 1929) is still
one of the most popular writers in the Netherlands.
He started as a poet but from the sixties on, he also
wrote novels, such as his highly successful debut Het
leven is vurrukkulluk (‘Life is Grrreat’, 1961). His style is
tinged with irony and his work is often autobiograph-
ical. In 1979 Campert was awarded the P.C. Hooft Prize
for his poetry. 2006 saw the last of his popular news-
paper columns in de Volkskrant: in the autumn of his
life, Campert has found inspiration for new novels,
including the warmly received Een liefde in Parijs (‘A
Love in Paris’, 2004).

An ode to art

Remco Campert

The Satin Heart

This flawless book is proof that as he gets older, Campert’s
skill as a novelist is not waning but waxing. elsevier

In the language of Het satijnen hart Campert manages to
conjure up a terrifying fear of death which is ultimately
conquered by a will to live. That will to live, or creative urge,
is indistinguishable from the artistic calling. 
nrc handelsblad

The gentle Sunday’s child of Dutch literature is beginning  to
stick up for himself. de volkskrant 

photo Klaas Koppe

Remco Campert’s apparent
25mildness and light ironic

touch towards affairs of the heart
have been altering gradually with
the onset of old age and its infirmi-
ties, and the inevitable approach of
death. The time comes for a reluc-
tant final reckoning.

In Het satijnen hart (‘The Satin
Heart’), this is the prospect facing
the well-known painter Hendrik
van Otterloo, who bears some re-
semblance to Karel Appel. He has
lived for art and enjoyed the fruits

of fame, but he has never started a family or entered into any seri-
ous relationship with a woman. The one attempt he made, involv-
ing the hairdresser’s daughter Cissy, ended in drama, and he
painted his last major work: a self-portrait, on the night she left
him.

It is only years later, when Hendrik sees Cissy’s obituary in the
newspaper, that his conscience starts to bother him. In conversa-
tions with his only friend, the equally renowned painter Jon-
gerius Jr., he invariably calls Cissy a bitch, and yet she clearly left
deep wounds in his soul. The only other person with whom Hen-
drik has a more or less normal relationship is his half-sister
Babette, who regularly comes by to care for him. For all their
grumbling and grousing, there is a strong bond between the two,
dating back to an experience thirty years before.

Campert’s style, which has become increasingly spare and
unadorned, was made for the character of Van Otterloo, a man of
few words. For a long time Van Otterloo has questioned the role
that art has played in his life. Yet when his frustrations threaten
to get the upper hand, his longing to return to art is all that keeps
him going, and it even gives him new energy. This makes The
Satin Heart intriguingly contrary, as settling scores with the artist
becomes an ode to art.
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A brilliantly written moral sketch

Dimitri Verhulst enjoys writ-
ing about his own background,

and from a certain cynical remoteness. In
Dinsdagland (‘Tuesday Land’), published
in 2004, he collected reports on typically
Belgian places and popular features. In
his latest novel, De helaasheid der dingen
(‘The Misfortunates’), he flings the gates
to his youth wide open. The main charac-
ter is a boy in a dysfunctional family in a
forgotten village. His mother, who never
cherished her son after a difficult birth,
has abandoned her husband and child,
and the son now lives with his father and

three uncles in his grandmother’s home. They are ill-mannered and
coarse, volatile and uncontrollable. Wallowing at the bottom of the
social ladder, they make a total mess of their lives.

Verhulst writes about this life with its high-spirited anarchy in comic
episodes and images: blow-outs in the pub, the Roy Orbison cult,
shameless womanizing. When an official from the Special Youth Care
Department comes to inspect the boy’s living conditions, she’s seen as a
cheap pick-up. The family seems happy to accept their isolated, bleak lot
– although the father does feel a certain lack. He decides to go away to
dry out, but when he returns home three months later, his previously
ingrained habits overcome his good intentions. Only the son eventually
manages to distance himself from this life, not without a degree of emo-
tional pain and melancholy.

Dimitri Verhulst carries the reader into a world without shame or
manners, a world of alienation and social deprivation, and he succeeds
astonishingly in maintaining a delicate equilibrium. Whereas, on the
one hand, he succumbs to comic exaggeration in writing about inept
people, on the other hand, dependence and sympathy alternate in a sub-
tly emotional counterweight. De helaasheid der dingen forms a new peak
in the work of Dimitri Verhulst, earning comparisons to the work of
Irish novelist Roddy Doyle.

Dimitri Verhulst (b. 1972) comes from a broken
home and he spent his childhood in foster
homes and institutes. He made his debut with
the collection of stories De kamer hiernaast (‘The
Room Next Door’), published in 1999, about his
unsettled youth. The novels Niets, niemand en
redelijk stil (‘Nothing, Nobody, and Reasonably
Quiet’), published in 2000, and De verveling van de
keeper (‘The Boredom of the Goalkeeper’),
published in 2002, also cover this ground. Pro-
blemski Hotel (2003) was his breakthrough to the
general public. This funny but poignant novel
about the former residents of an asylum-seekers’
centre in the north of Belgium has been trans-
lated into Danish, English, French, German, and
Italian.

publishing details
De helaasheid der dingen (2006)
207 pp

rights sold
Germany (Luchterhand)
Denmark (Ries)
Slovenia (goga)
France (Bourgois)
Italy (Fazi)

rights
Contact
Keizersgracht 205
nl6–61016 ds Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 535 25 35
fax +31 20 535 25 49
e-mail mnagtegaal@uitgeverijcontact.nl
website www.uitgeverijcontact.nl

translated titles 
Problemski Hotel (Problemski Hotel). London; New York:
Marion Boyars Publishers, 2005. Also in German (Claassen,
2004), in French (Christian Bourgois, 2005), in Danish (Ries,
2004), in Italian (Fazi, 2006), in Hebrew (Carmel, 2006) and in
Slovenian (goga, 2005).

Dimitri Verhulst

The Misfortunates

Verhulst has found exactly the right atmosphere and
tone so that the balance between hilarity and tragedy
remains delicately poised. 
de groene amsterdammer

Dimitri Verhulst’s wild stories are a delight to read.
leeuwarder courant

photo Klaas Koppe
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publishing details
Ritselingen (2005)
245 pp

rights
Podium
Singel 450
nl6–61017 av Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 421 38 30
fax +31 20 421 37 76
e-mail post@uitgeverijpodium.nl
website www.uitgeverijpodium.nl

Michael Frijda (b. 1961) worked for years as a
bargee on the inland waterways and on tour
boats in the Amsterdam canals. 1998 witnessed
the publication of his collection Schrikdieren
(‘Feral Frights’). A year later he received the Rabo
Bank Lente Award for his story Tekening
(‘Drawing’). The novel Ritselingen (2005) was
nominated for the Libris Literature Prize. At
present he is working on a novel about his 
experiences on the tour boats.

Poetic and enigmatic

Michael Frijda

Rustling

Frijda applies a mathematic directness in his
approach to family history, which makes Ritselingen
an original and fascinating book in terms of composi-
tion and content. It offers a new perspective on family
history. A breath of fresh air. het parool

Ritselingen recalls John Berger’s trilogy on the
farmers in the French Alps, and the Icelandic novels of
Halldór Laxness. Country people and their strong
passions against a backdrop of overwhelming nature
–6these become extremely attractive material in skilful
hands. trouw

photo Maartje Geels

Frijda’s Ritselingen (‘Rustling’),
is a mysterious novel about identity

and origin. The complex family history
of the book closely resembles a fairy tale –
not only because the events take place in
a forest but also because, for example,
there is no dialogue, rather a lyrical use of
language which gives the story its intrin-
sic beauty.

Equally fairytale-like and archaic is the
profession of one of the many nameless
main characters6–6a woodcutter who lives
on the edge of the forest with his son
Karel. The son is crippled and asks his

father for a deer, preferably a live one. (But this is no Bambi-like story;
Frijda gives Disney sentimentality a wide berth.) The woodcutter’s
mother, who seems right out of a Grimms’ fairy tale, lives isolated in the
middle of the forest.

The woodcutter’s father is a poacher and also appears to have stepped
straight out of an old folk tale. The scenes evoked in Ritselingen are
oppressive and yet stimulating at the same time. Frijda gradually 
ratchets up the tension into a dense web of intriguing, hidden relation-
ships between the various characters. The Second World War, for
instance, plays a role from the start in the background, and this comes
more to the fore with the appearance of a collaborating cheese-maker
and a Jewish refugee who’s hiding in the forest. In the first chapter, 
Frijda gives a marvellous description of her flight – an escape that may
be linked to the other two main female characters, such as the cheese-
maker’s daughter who runs away from home at the end of the story 
to be with Karel in the forest. The latent erotic tension of the novel
erupts at their meeting in an extremely sensual scene, in which Frijda
unfolds the whole gamut of attraction and repulsion, tenderness 
and aggression, and shows the merging of one lover’s identity with 
the other. The enigma is intensified since the two are unaware of their
origins, whereas the reader, conscious of the secret, is left astonished.
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Libris Literature Prize 2006

Waar was je nou (‘Where were
you’) is filled, as so often in Schip-

pers’ books, with parallel worlds. On the
very first page, for instance, we meet a
Turkish grocer who understands Dutch
only when he’s in his shop but not
when he’s outside; in Schippers’ uni-

verse only artists are capable of bridging two such worlds.
The novel begins when Ruud, the main character, closes the door

behind him, then realises that he’s left his keys inside. He goes to his
late mother’s house and examines her photographs (she was a keen
amateur photographer). He sees sand whirling, hears kites flapping,
and shoes clip-clopping. As he looks at certain images, he enters the
photograph, cautiously at first, and as his adult self. He tries a cro-
quette; it is spicier than today’s bland version, and afterwards is able to
return to the present by assuming the position of the photographer.
But he takes increasingly greater risks: at one point he decides to try to
bring back his mother’s brooch. That takes him back to the age of
eleven and he is able to re-live a special night he spent with Chris, one
of his mother’s girlfriends.

As we have come to expect from Schippers, objects play an important
role: the Blue Tram to the seaside town of Zandvoort, movie posters,
the lettering on a lunchroom window. Through the extensive use of
the monologue intérieur and the shifts between present and past, sea
dunes and city street, film and reality, Schippers has created a dreamy,
magical atmosphere, without actually breaking the bond with reality.

Ruud tries to get back to the present, with the help of two vaudeville
artistes – past masters at pulling the wool over people’s eyes. He goes to
see Buster Keaton in Sherlock Jr., and suddenly sees his own photogra-
phy shop on the screen. He tries to jump into the canvas image, just
like Keaton, but something goes wrong. After getting back together
with Chris, he decides to stay there. He’s been locked out. He cannot go
back, but he doesn’t mind.

If there is a message in this novel, then it is that art – in this case, lit-
erature – makes it possible to do what so many people wish they could
do: bring back the past. Where were you is a nostalgic novel, full of
yearning for a time long past.

K. Schippers (b. 1936) is a versatile author: he
writes poetry; Een leeuwerik boven een weiland (‘A
lark over a meadow’, 1996), stories and essays (De
vliegende camera; ‘The flying camera’, 2003), and
novels (Zilah, 2002). Waar was je nou won the Libris
Literature Prize for 2006. The jury called the novel
‘the high point of Schippers’ rich oeuvre’. 
K. Schippers, one of the founders of the literary
journal Barbarber, often focuses on the unusual in
everyday life, at looking carefully at the everyday
world till it becomes fresh once more. In 1996 he
was awarded the P.C. Hooft Prize for his entire
oeuvre.

publishing details
Waar was je nou (2005)
240 pp

rights
Querido
Singel 262
nl6–61016 ac Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 551 12 62
fax +31 20 639 19 68
e-mail rights@querido.nl
website www.querido.nl

translated titles 
Das Haus in den Wolken (Het droomhuis). München:
Kunstprojekte6–6riem, 2001
The dreamhouse (Het droomhuis). Amsterdam: Artimo, 2005

K. Schippers

Where Were You

Schippers has succeeded in re-creating the past in
language. His cautious but telling evocation of what
photographs can capture in mere seconds of a human
life, each second with a past and a future, is literature of
the highest order. This is why writers write. 
trouw

Schippers demonstrates what a novel6–6at its best6–6is
capable of. It not only recounts, it also ponders, imag-
ines, dances, plays, and sings. 
jury report, libris literature prize

Waar was je nou is a thought experiment (…) a
masterpiece  you will gaze at in breathless admiration.
How does he do it? Where is the double lining, the secret
compartment in the trunk,  the mind-reader’s
prompter?  Waar was je nou is a fairy tale you can
step into, a swirling fun-fair, and you must stay on
until the end of the ride. de volkskrant

photo Roeland Fossen
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publishing details
Didar en Faroek (2006)
431 pp

rights
J.M. Meulenhoff
Nieuwe Spiegelstraat 36
nl6–61017 dg Amsterdam
The Netherlands
tel. +31 20 553 35 00
fax +31 20 625 11 35
e-mail info@meulenhoff.nl
website www.meulenhoff.nl

After her study in Moscow, Sana Valiulina
(b. 1964, Tallinn) emigrated to the Nether-
lands. In 2001, she published her much-
discussed debut Het Kruis (‘The Cross’), on
the dissipated life in a Moscow student flat.
Her novella collection Vanuit nergens met
liefde (‘From Nowhere With Love’) appeared
in 2002. Her novel Didar en Faroek (2006) is
based on her parents’ life.

Love in the Stalin era

Sana Valiulina

Didar and Faruk

In this overwhelming, empathic, anti-Soviet
novel of the 1922-56 period, Valiulina portrays
two people who survive the Stalinist terror, each
in their own way, without losing their human
dignity. It is a terrifying story in which she has
processed the experiences of her parents. It is her
proof of proficiency, and simultaneously a
glorious settlement of her past and that of her
family.
nrc handelsblad

A monumental book.
de volkskrant

photo Klaas Koppe

An epic love story in the narrative 
26tradition of Dostoevsky and Tolstoy,

but this time with Stalinist Russia as the vivid
backdrop: Didar en Faroek, by the Estonian Sana
Valiulina, who lives in the Netherlands and
writes in Dutch, is a book of international
allure. Never before has this period been so

convincingly and majestically articulated in a novel.
Didar and Faruk are distant cousins from a Tartar family that was dispersed

in the displacement of ethnic groups in Russia in the 1920s. Didar grows up in
the town of Pushkin, near St Petersburg, and Faruk in a Muscovite suburb
that is inhabited by multi-racial peoples from southern Russia. As in a fairy
tale, Didar and Faruk are made for one another, and although the course of
history keeps them apart for years, they succeed in keeping their love alive in
their correspondence.

Didar rejects her Muslim background by becoming a model pioneer in the
thirties and she is even invited to the model child camp Artek, where she
receives the first glimpse of freedom in her interaction with the sons of party
functionaries who enjoy themselves outside the camp.

In contrast, religious faith is alive and kicking in Faruk’s family, although
it is undercover. Faruk is an impressive twentieth-century anti-hero: in much
the same way as little Oskar in Grass’s Die Blechtrommel did not wish to grow,
Faruk does not speak until he is eleven, as a consequence of Stalin’s gaze in the
picture on the wall above his cot. Moreover, like several other unforgettable
figures in Russian literature, he suffers from epilepsy, and Valiulina describes
his epileptic attacks brilliantly, like a constrictor coming upon him.

History sweeps across Russia. After the terror of the thirties comes the dev-
astating Second World War, and then the horrors of the Gulag. Didar and
Faruk live in a moral vacuum: while Stalin attempts to create an artificial
humanity, Didar loses all faith in a communist Utopia and falls in love with a
German officer, thereby surviving the war. Faruk fights for Russia against the
Germans, is taken prisoner, fetches up in Normandy, and is forced to resist
the Allied invasion. After the war, he is taken to a camp in England from
where he is deported to Allied Russia. There, he awaits the Gulag, the bitter
fate of the many others who have been in touch with the West. The Islamic
faith is their only moral prop, and their love for one another their only moti-
vation, until they see one another once more …

q g
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Triumph in failure

Inspired by the myth of Icarus,

2Pieter Toussaint has written a fascinat-
ing novel about the triumph that is some-
times contained within defeat. 

Ytze, the narrator of De vliegfiets (‘The 
Flying Bicycle’) looks back on his youth,
shared with his older brother Vincent and
devoted to the miracles of technology. The
inspiration for their inventions came from
their grandfather who, although he died
young, left behind a folder filled with blue-
prints for inventions that were years ahead
of their time. However, the brothers were
unable to distinguish between semblance

and reality, and Vincent dramatically paid for this with his life when their
efforts to get a flying bike off the ground failed.

At first it is as if the author is only using the Icarus myth to warn his
readers that Man was not meant to fly. But Toussaint is actually more
interested in another angle. He has come to the conclusion that success sto-
ries are all the same, and that it is in failure that Man is most vulnerable
and most fascinating. From the moment that Ytze realizes that he is
doomed to bear the burden of human impotence, he resolves to embrace it
and turn it into his specialization. Toussaint has a wry sense of humour:
when Ytze decides to specialize in Technical Informatics, he chooses as his
supervisor a professor who has made technological failures the spearhead of
all his research work. The name of the professor is Bavinck, a reference to
Nescio’s Bavinck, a classic personage in Dutch literature, who tried in vain
to paint the sun.

Then Toussaint sends his protagonist, during his post-doctoral studies,
back to the village where his grandfather was born, where he learns that
those who are ahead of their time are prone to bouts of desperation. Tech-
nology, like religion, proves incapable of making Man happy or of warding
off catastrophe.

The only way that a human being can counterbalance his own fail-
ures6–6and those of others6–6is by giving himself over to love. One of the
most satisfying aspects of this deft novel is that in this respect, the author
sees to it that his anti-hero is not left out in the cold.

Pieter Toussaint (b. 1965) debuted in 2005
with De brief (‘The letter’), a highly promising
novel in which a Dutch couple go on a
caravan vacation in Poland, in the company of
their two children and a slightly loony uncle.
The account is both humorous and pene-
trating. Toussaint deals with solidarity,
friendship and love, as well as the desire to
belong. Barely a year later, he has published
his second novel, De vliegfiets, which has been
favourably reviewed by a number of critics.

publishing details
De vliegfiets (2006)
192 pp

rights
Cossee
Kerkstraat 361
nl6–61017 hw Amsterdam
tel +31 20 528 99 11
fax +31 20 528 99 12
e-mail rights@cossee.com
website www.cossee.com

Pieter Toussaint

The Flying Bicycle

A beautifully written book you won’t be able to put
down (…) A book about complicated family rela-
tionships, guilt and loneliness.
generation now

photo Bert Nienhuis
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publishing details
De kabbalist (2006)
348 pp
www.dekabbalist.nl

rights
De Arbeiderspers
Herengracht 370-372
nl6–61016 ch Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 524 75 00
fax +31 20 622 49 37
e-mail m.hutchison@arbeiderspers.nl
website www.arbeiderspers.nl

Geert Kimpen (b. 1965) was born in Belgium and
followed the director’s programme at the Amsterdam
College of Arts. Since 1990, he has been living in the
Netherlands where he writes for the theatre, cabaret, and
television. Kimpen wrote columns for an esoteric maga-
zine, co-operated on Eric Woolfson’s script for the
musical Gaudi, and wrote the monologue, De verliefde
componist (‘Composer in Love’) on Hector Berlioz.  The
novel will be published simultaneously in Finland,
Sweden, Norway and Denmark in Spring 2007.

A fabulous legend

Geert Kimpen

The Kabbalist

An extremely readable, sometimes magical book that tackles
this complex topic in a lucid manner.
gazet van antwerpen

In this first novel it leads to a mixture of Paulo Coelho-like
wisdom and oriental eroticism.
trouw 

A majestic debut novel that is also justifiably receiving acclaim
abroad. (…) The fascinating style and the incisive use of
language mean that many booklovers will read this novel, based
on real characters and facts, in one gripping session.
nbd

Due to his interest in
Judaism in general and 

in the Kabbalah in particular,
Geert Kimpen came across the
story of Chaim Vital: a little-
known sixteenth-century rabbi
who recorded the ideas of
Itschak Luria. Without Vital’s
literary talent, no one would
know about Itschak Luria, the
founder of a Kabbalah school
that still exists today.

Luria plays a major role in De
kabbalist, but it is Chaim Vital

who is the main character. Chaim is an exceptionally ambi-
tious young man who dreams of a splendid future in Tsfat, a
small town in North Galilee where the majority of Kabbalah
interpreters live and study. Unfortunately, the road to success
is strewn with more obstacles than he had expected. When the
great Kabbalah teacher, Cordovero, dies, Chaim expects to be
appointed his successor. Instead, however, Chaim is informed
that he must take lessons from Luria, who has the reputation
of being a sham. The relationship between the men is a troub-
led one from the outset, and becomes even worse when Chaim
takes a fancy to Luria’s daughter, Francesa, and Luria explicitly
forbids him to love her. Kimpen devotes attention to Luria’s
ideas, but De kabbalist is primarily an exciting novel about 
egoism and ambition, with many interesting supporting 
characters: the sensual but tragic Franseca, Josjoea, Chaim’s
half-brother, consumed by resentment and forbidden passion,
and the demonic rabbi Zimra, continually searching for the
Ark of the Covenant that will make him the new Messiah. It is
an enthralling debut.

q g
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Apocalyptic narrative of decline

De ontelbaren (‘The Uncounta-
bles’) is a novel which brings to life

the consequences of the warped relation-
ship between poor and rich countries, in
this case a Europe languishing in its
wealth, and which brings home the pos-
sible consequences of an unstoppable
stream of refugees.

The book opens with a refugee trying
to enter Europe after a boat crossing. The
perspective then switches to the inhabi-
tants of a sleepy, homely Flemish village
who, one morning, wake up to find
refugees sheltering on their porches and

in their garden sheds. The stream of refugees swells to a flood and brings
huge problems with it. Where are the newcomers to be housed? How are
they to be fed? Slowly, quietly, the refugees take over all available space.

The various local authorities are powerless, their social structures
inadequate to the demands of so many refugees. Normal life grinds to a
halt, social amenities are disrupted, life reverts to the primitive. The
concept of property is threatened: shouldn’t the dispossessed be entitled
to just a modest share of abundance? It is every man for himself. First
the villagers resist by screening themselves off and organising security
patrols, then misunderstandings increase till desperate, bloody conflict
results. In the last chapter, after a dramatic finale, the author returns to
the perspective of the one refugee from the beginning, to conclude the
story.

Peeters makes it clear that this invasion of refugees is going on every-
where in the West, and he questions our Western assumptions of abun-
dance and comfort. De ontelbaren shows that a continued refusal to
recognise the problem will only make the consequences both more
unpredictable and inconceivable. The novel engages with an all-too-real
problem in a strongly allegorical novel which confronts the reader with
his own existence.

Elvis Peeters is a musician, performer, play-
wright, and scenario writer. His stories have
been collected in Brancusi (1999) and Calvados
(2001). His first novel Spa (1998) describes the
strange encounter between a man and a woman
in a hotel in a Belgian spa. In his performances,
Peeters demonstrates his concern for the major
problems of our time. In his writing, he often
gives his characters a strongly existential
consciousness and places them in isolation and
alienation. His second, widely acclaimed novel
De ontelbaren was nominated for both the De
Gouden Uil and the Libris Literature Prize.

publishing details
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rights
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Singel 450
nl6–61017 av Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 421 38 30
fax +31 20 421 37 76
e-mail post@uitgeverijpodium.nl
website www.uitgeverijpodium.nl

Elvis Peeters

The Uncountables

De ontelbaren is not only an unyielding novel for a
wide public but is equally a necessary book.
standaard der letteren

A fascinating novel on people traffickers, degrading
attempts to flee, and the longing for a piece of luck,
which gets under the reader’s skin, devoting attention
to all those involved, while never being racist. The
doom scenario and terrifying image of the future
sketched in this novel will hopefully never become
reality. nbd

A story that reads like a poetically written prophecy of
doom. het parool

photo Patrick Despiegelaere
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publishing details
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rights
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Herengracht 370-372
nl6–61016 ch Amsterdam
The Netherlands
tel. +31 20 524 75 00
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Christiaan Weijts (b. 1976) studied Dutch
Language and Literary Theory in Leiden. 
A collection of the columns he wrote for the
Leiden student magazine Mare appeared in
2003. Art. 285b (2006) represents Weijts’s debut
as a novelist.

The oppressive perspective of the stalker

Christiaan Weijts

Art. 285b

In his virtuoso debut novel, Christiaan Weijts
constructs a cathedral of sound and pain.
vrij nederland

An extremely good novel, written with a self-confi-
dence and élan that one seldom finds in a debutant.
Grunberg was the last. A book to reread and to
debate on.
de morgen

Colourful and sonorous debut.
de volkskrant

In the sixth year of the third millennium, a Dutch
novel that could only have been written in the 
21st century has ultimately appeared.
nrc handelsblad

photo Bert Nienhuis

In Christiaan Weijts’s debut novel,
3love evolves into an obsession. When his

girlfriend Victoria Fabers terminates their
relationship, Sebastiaan Steijn, the main
character in the book, inundates her with
telephone calls, sms messages, and e-mails.
The stalker justifies his conduct in the

novel, but the issue of whether or not he can refute the accusation still
remains. The striking feature of Weijts’s novel is the perspective through
which readers view the events. They see the situation only through the
eyes of the stalker6–6and only gradually experience growing distaste.

Sebastiaan earns his living as a piano teacher in his place of residence,
Leiden, and also plays as a background pianist in an Amsterdam pizzeria.
The fact that he leads two lives is also demonstrated by the fact that he vis-
its prostitutes and peep shows in Amsterdam. He becomes acquainted
with Victoria in one of the striptease joints, where she works to support
her study at a dance academy. Sebastiaan becomes enchanted by this
impulsive, elusive and licentious performer who alternately attracts and
repels him, without ever giving herself to him completely. At the same
time, he begins a fleeting relationship, which is doomed from the outset,
with his sixteen-year-old pupil Rosetta. With her, he devotes his energy to
the sonatas of the composer Domenico Scarlatti, whom he admires
greatly.

When Rosetta ends their affair, Sebastiaan’s obsession for Victoria takes
over. The stream of sms messages, e-mails, and telephone calls with which
he bombards her eventually forces her to lodge a complaint for stalking,
referring to the article in the Dutch Penal Code. 

Besides a pure defence of Sebastiaan’s actions, the novel also presents a
sharp picture of the times. Weijts sketches a portrait of a generation that
can no longer cope with an unprecedented amount of freedom, a genera-
tion for which the differences between art and porn, passion and lust,
truth and fiction have no significance whatsoever, and which can only
find meaningful engagement in limit-stretching behaviour. In that con-
text, stalking is primarily a metaphor for a libertine generation that,
although it seeks love, is only capable of pursuing it in vain. Weijts has
articulated this doubt and desperation perfectly in his debut novel.
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Willem Frederik Hermans 
Beyond Sleep

The English translation of Beyond
Sleep, recently published by

Harvill Secker, has already had
some excellent reviews. “[Ina

Rilke] has done a stunningly good
job6–6unquestionably one of the

finest European novels of the post
war period and long overdue for

wider appreciation” – Brian
Morton in the Sunday Herald.

June next year Harvill Secker will
also publish Rilke’s translation of

The Darkroom of Damocles. 

Maarten Asscher
Stunde und Tag

(The Hour and the Day)
Translated into German by 

Marlene Müller-Haas for btb

Belcampo
Zamorozenij fejerverk 

(Bevroren vuurwerk)
Translated into Ukranian by 

Jaroslav Dovhopolyj for Universe 

Ferdinand Bordewijk 
Karakter
(Character)

Translated into Norwegian by 
Egil Rasmussen for Solum Forlag

Maria Dermoût
Las diez mil cosas

(The Ten Thousand Things)
Translated into Spanish by Rafael

Vásquez Zamora for Libros del Asteroide

Renate Dorrestein
Der Ausflug

(Zolang er leven is)
Translated into German by 

Hanni Ehlers for Bertelsmann

Anna Enquist
Letzte Reise

(The Homecoming)
Translated into German by 

Hanni Ehlers for Luchterhand

Ronald Giphart
Troost

(Consolation)
Translated into Italian by 

Claudia Di Palermo for Scritturapura

^

Jacob Israël de Haan
Pijpelinky
(Pijpelijntjes)
Translated into Czech by 
Veronika Havlíková for Tichá Byzanc

Marcel Möring
[(Het grote verlangen)]
(The Great Longing)
Translated into Bengali by 
Saokat Hossain for Book Club

Rascha Peper
Visions of Hanna 
(Embarkation)
Translated into German by 
Andreas Ecke for Marebuch

Jan Jacob Slauerhoff
Zakázaná rísa
(The Forbidden Realm)
Translated into Slovakian by 
Adam Bzoch for Európa

Annelies Verbeke
Dormi!
(Sleep!)
Translated into Romanian by 
Gheorghe Nicolaescu for Univers

Dimitri Verhulst
[Melon Problemat] 
(Problemski Hotel)
Translated into Hebrew by 
Ran HaCohen for Carmel

Jan Wolkers
Ruze z masa
(A Rose of Flesh)
Translated into Czech by 
Olga Krijtová for Lidové Noviny

^

^
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Most of these books were covered previously 
in our 10 Books brochures.

For a complete list of translations of Dutch fiction, 
please consult our website: www.nlpvf.nl/translations
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